Industrial Collection Services

Comprehensive service for hazardous and non hazardous waste removal and recycling

PRODUCTIVITY
An outsourced solution for waste collection to suit your business needs

QUALITY
Documented quality system which is underpinned by our accreditation to ISO 9001:2008

COMPLIANCE
Full regulatory compliance provides complete peace of mind and support with your Duty of Care obligations
Industrial Collection Services

OUR SERVICE

Safetykleen not only provides a flexible industrial collection service but also offers a range of competitively-priced service packages. This means only one supplier and a fixed monthly price. At service intervals to suit your needs, we can collect a wide range of waste all at the same time.

THE WASTE HIERARCHY

- Waste prevention
- Re-use
- Recycle / compost
- Energy recovery
- Disposal

TYPICAL COLLECTIONS

Our collection service includes, but is not limited to:

- Re-use or recycling is the preferred choice for disposal
- Hazardous and non-hazardous waste catered for
- Nationwide network of waste transfer stations
- From small consignments to bulk loads

There is no need to call a variety of suppliers for all your different waste streams. We collect all your hazardous and non hazardous waste with one simple phone call.

Expert team fully assess waste for classification - worry free expert solution & no obligation on site survey

Your local representative arrives to remove waste - a dedicated representative is assigned to your area

Drums are labelled in line with legislative compliance - Legal paperwork is completed

Waste is taken to one of our 18 licenced transfer stations - waste is sent for treatment in accordance with the waste hierarchy